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HIGH-TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS AS AN
ENERGY SOURCE FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION*

J. Douglas Balcomb and Lawrence A. Booth
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
of the University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.

Abstract

Application of current high-temperature reactor technology to hydrogen
production is reviewed. The requirements and problems of matching a thermo-
chemical hydrogen production cycle to a nuclear heat source are discussed.
Possibilities for extending the temperature of reactors upward
The major engineering problem is identified as the development
temperature process haat exchanger separating the nuclear heat
the chemical process.

are outlined.
of a high-
source from

INTRODUCTION

The mounting intense pressure of the U.S. energy problem will result
in the discovery and utilization of nearly all of the oil and gas reserves
to furnish the bulk of energy demand for many years. However, a major
energy deficit is inevitable by the 1990 to 2000 time period; therefore
the nation will look increasingly to coal and nuclear energy to correct
this deficit. These will supply energy primarily to generate electrical
power while the oil and gas will be used primarily for heating, industrial
and transportation uses. The major problem to appear in the 1990-2000 tlm
period will be the fact that electricity cannot readily be substituted for
these latter needs due to reasons of practicality and cost.

Production of synthetic fuels from coal will receive great emphasis,
however this either makes poor utilization of the coal or requires massive
supplies of hydrogen. A method of producing a substitute fuel usinga
nuclear heat source is desired to augment production of synthetic fuels
from coal during the 1990-2000 transition period and ultlmatelyas a source
of nearly all non-electrical energy. If this substitute fuel is hydrogen
then it can serve multiple functions - as a chemical feedstock for efficient
coal liquefaction and gasification, anmonla production, metal ore reduction,
as a primary fuel, and ultimately as an efficient source of electricity using
turbines. Th~ supply of hydrogen is virtually unlimited in the formof sea
water and is essentially replaced as water vapor upon combustion. The
switch to hydrogen for energy needs would return the carbon atom to its
natural role in the biological llfe cycle and would provide for the use of
the remaining supply of fossil fuels as feedstock to the expanding organ:c
chemical industry. The hydrogen itself is not an energy resource, but rather
a particularly convenient intermediate medium for storing and transporting
energy. The energy resource is nuclear fuel.

“This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Ccmnisslon.
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The use of nuclear fuel as a prtmary energy source has already proven
economically competitive for the production of electricity, principally
because of the lW cost of nuclear fuel. For efftclent dissoc~ation of
hydrogen from water, a high-temperature energy source WI 11 be needed because
the process is fundamentally Carnot-lindted. With further developwnt of
the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) as a primary nuclear energy
source, a plant complex producing h

rfj
ogen and electricity could be developed

for future long-range energy needs.

Unless substantial Increases in uranium reserves are discovered then
sane reliance on breixkr reactors wI1l be desired to avoid the excessive
land despoliation which would be associated with recovery of very lW grade
uranium ore. Amlnor fraction of breeder reactors can supply the fuel
required for HTGR converter reactors in order to obtain a net high utiliza-
tion of the total uranium and thorium mined. An alternative may be the
utilization of uranium from sea water.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTORS FOR PROCESS HEAT

In the U.S. HTGR technology has been developed to produce hel f m at
tanperatures up to 1080 K (1480*F) for the cmrcial generation of elec-
tricity. The HTGR core destgn Is a cluster of prismat~c qraphtte blocks in
which holes are spaced alternately for coolant passage and fuel elements.
The cylindrical fuel elements are a carbonaceous matrix containing smal 1
uranium dicarblde (UC2 ) sphens which are coated wtth th= layers of pyro-
lytically deposited carbon and a single layer of sfl Icm carbide to prevent
the escape of fWlon products. The refractory design of thfs fuel form along
with the low-cost refractory core are the prfnciple features that permit high
Wnperature operation without significant fission-product contamination of
the primary coolant.

In Europe high temperature reactor technology has also been developed
for comnerclal ~~neration of electricity by the constructkn of the Westfalen
Power Statkn fn the Federal Republic of Germany. The reactor in thts
faclllty Is designed to heat hellum to 1023 K (1381°F). Thecoredes@n
is b~sed on that of th? sxperlmental AVR (pebble bed) reactor which ccmsfsts
of a ptle of spherical graphite fuel elements (about the s~ze of tennts balls)
contained In a cylindrical graphite shell. The fuel elements contain a fuel
fom s+milar to thzt of tti HTGR except the UC~ kernel ts repkec! M W2.

The prln~lpai feature of this COre design c~ared to the HTGR fs that the
fuel elenm?nts are nmre readtly cycled through the reactor.

Consideration has been given for the use of both these reactor types
in process-heat applications. For the HTGR a nmdification In the fuel-
loading schame would permit ari htcrease h the outlet hellum teqerature to
1156 K (1620”F) without Increasing the maxhum fuel temperature. It has
been suggested that with such a modif~cation the HTGR could be used for
the production of hydrogen by supplying the heat for the steam-methane
reforming reaction. In both Japan and the Federal Rep’lbl ~c of Germany,
programs are underway for the development of high -tenp~ ra ture reactors to
produce hellum at 1270 K (1830”F). The blest German effort fs directed
toward supplylng heat for coal gastflcatlon (using the ~atw-gas reaction)
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altbugh ~hasls fs inlttally on the generation of electrlctty by direct
cycle helhsn turbines. The Japanese program is dtrected primarily toward
the production of hyd~-ogen for the direct reduction of fron ore.

Nuclear reactors have been developed to operate at higher temperatuns
than that of HTGR’s. The nuclear rocket pro~ls~on reactors, developed In
the Rover program, ~re designed and operated to heat hydrogen to taqwa-
tures up to 2600 K (4200” F) for periods up to 10 hours. The lJHTREX reactor,
originally conceived as a process heat source, was designed to heat helhm
to 1590 K (2400*F) and operated at fuel t~eratures in excess of 1920 K
(300100F) for 30 CHIYS prfor to project cancel latfon. Both of these reactors
IJSed :.he same fuel technology (pyrocarbon-coated lJC2 ‘beads” ) as that for
the HTGR, but the core geamtrles were more finely divided than that of th

HTGR, provldfng for satalIer temperature dfffennces between the fuel and th
coolant, and the fission-product release requi~nts were less restrictive
than for comenial power application.

There ~s 11 ttle doubt that Wft+ further fuel t~hnology development and
wtth a df fferent reactor core destgn, an HTGR-type reactor could be developed
to heat hel Im to tqeratuws up to 1367 K (200[I”F). ?osslbly hellun tem-
peratures as hfgh as 1600 K (24010*F) could be attained. However, two dis-
advantages of’ nuclear heat make the appl fcatfon to the variety of hlgh-
t~rature processes econan~cal ly uncertain.

be disadvantage fs that the environment in most process equlpnent ts
corrosive and mst be separated frm the reactor core by a physfcal b-arrler,
f.e. , a heat exchanger. Thts Irnpl Ies design constraints on the process
equlpmt and requt res that fuel temperatures f n the nocl ear core be
signlftcantly htgher than that of the process. Actually, the direct clrcda-
tton of the nuclear reactor c~lant through process twat exchangers may be
unacceptable because of safety hpl icatlons. If an Intermediate heat ex-
change loop ts necessary for thls reason, the nuclear fuel temperatures
tmld be ●ven hfgher.

The other disadvantage IS the relatively low thermal power requi~t
of most processes for econanlc nuclear reactor size, possibly with the ex-
ception of large steel plant canplexes. Because the capital cost of a reactor
system scales roughly as the square root of power level, one is led to very
laqe reactor sfzes because of economic cunsideratlons. The AEC currently
1 Iml ts the size to 3600 M#t unt~l more experience Is gained, however even
larger sizes may cane fn the future. Few process heat applications lend
thmselves to such large s~ze units and smaller units wIII certainly Incur
a cost penalty. Al so, mst high- tmperature process industries Include
mltiple parallel process streams (us”ually three or four). This Implies
that (verj high temperature) nwltiple coolant loops frun the nuclear reactor
to process vessels vmuld be necessary, which is another expenstve requ W!-
ment; and a nuclear reactor shutdown would force a shutdown of tk entire
plant, wh~ch IS an operational constraint that may be unacceptable, certa~nly
mdesfrable. For hydrogen production however, the plant wI11 be necessarily
large, eliminating the size factor disadvantage for other process heat
appl icat~ons. The other disadvantage, that of providing a high-temperature
process heat exchanger, iS of co~rse not mitigated. but at least one will
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be concerned with only one process, that of the “yet-to-be” discovered
hydrogen production proms, rather than the mul tipi ici ty of process heat
appllcathns.

EEw!E!ws ‘ORTHE”~H~I~L }lyDR~ENPRODUCTION
The thermochemical production of hydrogen frcnn water is basically a

problem in high temperature chemistry. Thus, it is useful to examine the
problem frun the v~ewpoint of the high temperature chemist in order to under-
stand not only the theoretical 1 iml tations on the efficiency of the process
as related to reaction temperatums, but also to identify ideal values of
the enthalpy and entropy changes required for any serfes of reactions
considered for the decomposi ticm process. These are detennl ned by the
nunber of retiction steps and the maximum temperature available from the
heat source. From this knowledge of optfmum enthalpy and entropy changes,
and kncwdedge of the characteristic entropy changes associated with different
types of reactions, one can select specfflc reaction types for evaluation.

In prlnclple the thermochemical cycle consists of two or more reaction
steps, proceeding as follows:

IU)X + H20 + MX+l + Ha (1)
*

%+1+ (heat) + ?40X + 1/2 02 (2)

where H is a metal Ion or co~lex radical. The Ideal thermal efficiency of
tk above cycle 1s:

~ = AH” ‘T2
-Tl)

w ‘2

where AH” and AG” we respectively the heat and work for the dissociation of
water at standard Wnperature (25°C) and pressure (1 atm) and T1 and T2 are
respectively the temperature of steps (1) and (2). To approach this efficiency
the actual work (or free energy) for each step should be mi niml zeal, and the
total wrk should be near zero. Because AG = AH - TAS (where AS = entropy
change), these condi tfons may be approached i f the step (1 ) entropy change
is negative and the reaction exothermic at T1; and, correspondingly, the
entropy change in step (2) Is positive and the reaction endothermic at T2.

The Important feature of the thmnochemlstry of these reactions is the
very large entropy change for the addit’on of an oxygen atom to the reactant
Mofl ● For the two-step cycie these entropy changes would be mre than double
that for typical reactfons involving the addition of an ox gen atan to a

{condensed phase at reasonablti temperatures (1100 to 1200 K . Therefore, it
Is apparent that simple two-step cycles will not be found and that practical
the~hanfcal cycles will require-additional reactions. It is
If only oneadditlonal reaction is involved at the high and low
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these additional reactions must exhibit large entropy changes. Consequently,
these additional reaction steps should incorporate a gaseous reactant.

Other than the obvious advantage in efficiency of operating at as high
a T2 as practicable, the following observations are made:

● The sma?ler the temperature interva? between T2 and T1 (in general,
for lower T2), the larger (more positive) the total change in entropy re-
quired for the high-temperature deccvnpositlon reacticns.

c Hlth smaller values of T2 - Tl, the low-temperature reactions are
more exothermic (negative entropy change), hfgh-tmperature reactions are
more endothermic (positive entropy change), and h~tat efficiencies for the
production of hydrogen are lower.

o If the thennochmical decomposition process involves mo}-e than one
heat cycle (with different T2is) the overall efficiency will be lower than
the value computed for the maximum ~9, Therefore, Intermediate reaction
steps with significantly lower value~ of T2 or significantly higher T~’s
should be avoided.

● Thermochemical reaction cycles with optimum entropy and enthalpy
values fo’a a particular set of temperature conditions will not be practical
for lower temperatures and will not give significantly higher efficiencies
ff conducted at higher temperatures. Therefore, to the extent that nature
permits, the thermochemical process should be tailored to match the ten!pera-
ture available from the heat source.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR HEAT AND HYDROGEN PRODUCTION PROCESS

Assuming one had a practical thermochemical hydrogen cycle that was
compatible (in temperature) with current high-temperature reactor and materials
technology, the technology development for comnercfal application should be
relatively straightforward. However, in the U.S. the canpetition for such
a process wIII be that of hydrogen produced from coal, for which the energy
cost will be approximately the same as synthetic pfpeline gas. It Is likely
that the hydrogen production cost from a thmnochemical process will be
higher. Therefore, the themochemlcal process will not be developed com-
mercially until the pr~ce of coal increases to the point. that hydrogen from
coal costs nmre than thermochemical hydrogen It is anticipated that this
uust occur within the next few decades. This fmplies that there is sufficient
time for the developwnt of a new high-temperature reactor-fuel technolocjy
extending the temperature up to possibly 16-30 K as discussed previously.
Such a fuels technology development might Include the followlng:

● Using a fuel-element geometry that provides direct thermal
contact between the fuel body and the helium coolant.

● incorporating the coated-particle fuel directly into the
graphite matrix of the element.

● Ustng a modified coated particle which will survive fuel
element graphttlzation temperatures. This will result in
an ~nprovement in the thermal conductivity of the fuel element
of at least a factor of five. The modified coated particle
may be made by replacing the SiC layer with a ZrC layer.
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● Possibly modifying the coated particles to allow a modest
~ncrease in particle operating temperature.

● Modifying the reactor flow rate and power-profile design to
further decrease the temperature difference between the fuel
particle maximum and the hr?liumexit gas.

However, the principal engineering problem beyond the discovery of a
practical, high-temperature thermochemical hydrogen process will be the
design of the high-temperature process heat exchanger. Current materials
engineering technology limlts temperature levels to % 1050 K for process
equipment made of production field materials such as the Ni-Cr alloys.
Use of production superalloy such as Udiment 700, Rene 41, and TD-nickel
could permit operating temperatures Up to z 1400 K. At higher temperatures
non-production refractory alloys would be necessary. Possibilities are
molybdenum (TZM) or Nb-W alloys. The principal materials e~gineering
pt-ob”~ems,/iththese alloys are the requisite means of fabrication, such
as fornnng, mach+ning, and welding and the means of corrosion protection
such as cladding. The major design problems are the effects of temperature
and pressure cycling on the fatigue strength.

Once the thermochemical hydrogen process fs discovered at the bench
scale, process engineering data, specifically chemical reaction kinetics,
product yield, and heat transfer characteristics, will be needed prior to
design of demonstration plants and will significantly reduce the cost of
experimental pilot plants. Necessary materials engineering data are mass
transport and structural strength of process equipment materials operated
at the actual energy at~dmomentum transport conditions of the process in
question.
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